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Abstract:
Objective: To determine the extent that physical activity accounts for changes in body composition and body weight over time, independent of dietary intake and other potential confounding factors.

Methods and Procedures: A cohort of 256 women ages 35-45 at baseline participated in the study. A prospective design was utilized with baseline and follow up assessments 20-months apart. Primary assessments included body weight, body fat percentage, physical activity assessed by accelerometry, and 7-day weighed diet record. Regression analysis was used to determine the extent to which changes in physical activity contributed to changes in body fat percentage and body weight over the study period. Relative risk for change in body fat and weight was calculated using Poisson regression.

Results: Over the study period, there were significant changes in body fat percentage, body weight and physical activity. Change in physical activity was a significant predictor of changes in body fat and body weight over the 20-month study period. The impact of change in physical activity on body weight remained significant after controlling for dietary intake and other potential confounding variables. Those in the lower levels of physical activity also had an increased risk of both weight and fat gain over the study period.

Discussion: Based on these results, change in physical activity status is an independent predictor of body fat and body weight change over time. Those who are less active also have increased risk of weight and fat gain over time independent of dietary factors.
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INTRODUCTION

Obesity has become one of the most important public health challenges of our time. It has been predicted that obesity will replace cigarette smoking as the major killer of Americans this century [1]. Research shows that excess body weight directly leads to many health problems and often contributes indirectly to other serious disorders including Type II diabetes, coronary heart disease, high blood pressure, hyperlipidemia, various cancers, osteoarthritis, gallbladder disease, stroke, and all-cause mortality [2-5]. Obese individuals also have a diminished quality of life. This is demonstrated by reduced self-esteem [6], negative dispositions including discrimination by others [7, 8], and a self-perceived reduction in overall quality of life [8].

Research has shown that obesity results from the interaction and interdependence of multiple factors over time. One of the primary factors involved in the development of obesity is lack of physical activity. Based on several comprehensive reviews and meta-analyses, it appears that there is some relationship between physical activity and weight. First, physical activity has a desirable impact on weight and body composition. Physical activity promotes fat loss and plays a role in the preservation of lean body mass. Second, it is likely that there is a dose response relationship between physical activity and weight loss in that the rate of weight loss is associated with the volume of activity performed [9-12]. Based on current knowledge it seems that physical activity has a positive influence on body composition. However, the impact of physical activity on body composition over time has not been well examined and remains elusive. According to a comprehensive review by DiPietro [13], there are too few longitudinal data on how physical activity affects the risk, or development, of weight gain or overweight in the general population. Furthermore, many investigations in this area have used weak measurement methods, such as self-reported measures of physical activity, and assessments of body weight or skin-folds to index body composition [9]. Lack of precision in the measurement of physical activity and/or body composition tends to attenuate the magnitude of their true association, which may account for the relatively low correlations seen between physical activity and body composition in epidemiologic studies. Moreover, to date, very few investigations have controlled for differences in energy intake while studying the relation between physical activity and body...
composition, despite it making up one-half of the energy balance model.

The purpose of the present study was to determine the extent of the association between objectively measured physical activity and changes in adiposity in middle-age women over a 20 month period using precise measurement methods. Ancillary objectives were to examine the extent to which potentially confounding factors, including dietary energy intake, baseline physical activity, and age influenced the association between changes in physical activity and body composition over time. Cross-sectional data from the present cohort has previously been reported, which demonstrated an inverse relationship between physical activity and adiposity [14]. These cross-sectional findings offer insight into the relationship between physical activity and adiposity. However, prospective research is needed to determine the true relationship over time.

METHODS

Subjects

Subjects for this study were comprised of an existing cohort of 275 healthy women. Of the original cohort of 275, 256 were included in the 20-month follow up assessment. Subjects from the original cohort were dropped from the study for various reasons, including relocating from the area, not willing to continue in the cohort, and missing data. The women in this cohort were recruited using various channels, including community organizations and worksites. To control for the influence of cigarette smoking and pregnancy on weight gain, only non-smokers and women not planning to become pregnant were included in the cohort. To diminish the bias of underreporting of dietary intake, those who consumed less than 130% of their estimated resting metabolic rate at baseline were asked to redo their dietary intake assessment [15]. Only women were included in the study to control for potential gender differences related to body fat and body weight change.

Data Collection Procedure

Each assessment period required subjects come to the research facility two different times for testing. These testing sessions occurred one week apart. Subjects were asked to fast for approximately three hours before coming to their appointment, although water was permissible.

Physical Activity

Physical activity was measured for seven consecutive days at baseline and again at follow-up using ActiGraph (formerly CSA) accelerometers (Health One Technology, Fort Walton Beach, Florida) [16,17]. Research has shown that ActiGraph monitors are both valid and reliable for measuring physical activity in humans [18-21]. Treadmill studies have concluded that the ActiGraph data is also reproducible [22]. Use of the accelerometer allowed daily activities, such as walking, jogging, and periods of little movement, including sitting and sleeping, and the intensity of these activities, to be monitored.

Subjects wore the activity monitors for 7 consecutive days. The monitors were worn at all times except while bathing. The monitors were programmed to sum the physical activity counts and give a reading every 10 minutes for each subject. This provided 144 activity counts per subject over a 24-hour period. Over the 7-day assessment period, there were 1008 activity counts. Average daily activity counts divided by 1000 was used to index total daily physical activity.

Body Composition

Body composition was measured at both baseline and 20-month follow up using Life Measurement Instrument’s Bod Pod (Concord, CA). Before each body composition assessment, the Bod Pod was calibrated with a known-volume cylinder. Subjects wore a snug fitting one-piece nylon swimsuit provided by the lab. All swimsuits were of a standardized style to eliminate error due to volume differences in swimsuit artifact. All subjects also wore a lycra swim cap provided by the lab during testing. Lung volume was entered using the lung volume measure obtained at baseline. This reduced the threat of having differences in body composition due to lung volume measurement error. Body composition measurements were taken until two body fat percentage results within one percentage point of each other were achieved; these two values were averaged to index percent body fat. This rarely required more than two trials. The body volume measurements obtained by the Bod Pod were converted to whole body density and body fat using Siri’s equation [22].

Reliability of the Bod Pod was tested using 100 subjects from the study. A test–retest protocol was used with subjects completely repositioned between the first and second tests. A very strong intraclass correlation (r = 0.999) was found between the two tests.

Body Weight

Body weight was measured using a computerized electronic scale (Tanita Corp, Tokyo, Japan) with subjects in a standard, dry, one-piece nylon swim suit provided by the lab. Subjects were required to use the restroom before being assessed. The scale was calibrated using known weights before each subject was weighed. The scale gives readings via a computer interface to the nearest 5 grams. Subjects were requested to not eat for 3 hours prior to their visit to the lab. Each subject was weighed twice, one week apart, and the average of the two measurements was used to represent the subject’s body weight.

Dietary Energy Intake

Dietary energy intake was measured using the 7-day weighed food record method. This method of dietary intake measurement is considered to be a precise and representative field measure of dietary intake, especially when repeated measures are taken over time [23-25].

Before beginning their 7-day record, all subjects were individually trained using plastic food models and counseled strongly to record everything they consumed, including both food and drink, during the subsequent 7-day recording period. All subjects were trained with and loaned a calibrated Ohaus 2000 portable electronic scale (Florham Park, NJ), which gives digital readings to the nearest gram. Subjects used the scales to weigh everything they ate and drank during the 7-day recording period.

Extra effort was made to minimize the tendency of subjects to underreport food intake. The problem of underreporting of energy intake seems to be strongly related to BMI. As BMI
increases, the degree of dietary intake underreporting increases, making it a particular problem among obese subjects [26-28]. This potential problem was addressed using three strategies at baseline and follow-up. First, subjects were given strong counsel to record everything they consumed and to eat a normal diet. Second, each subject was given a personal telephone call every other day during the 7-day food-recording period. During these calls, subjects were reminded of the importance of eating as they normally would and recording everything they consumed. Third, subjects who reported unrealistic energy intakes (< 130% of Resting Metabolic Rate (RMR)) were asked to redo their diet records. Subjects who refused were not included as cohort participants [29]. The ESHA software program (Salem, OR), version 7.6, was used to analyze the food records. The same individual entered all diet information during both baseline and follow-up assessments. This eliminated the contribution of inter-tester variance on differences in energy intake.

**Statistical Analysis**

All statistical analyses were computed using the SAS® system (Cary, NC). Changes in the major variables were calculated by subtracting baseline scores from follow-up scores. For example, changes in physical activity over the study period were found by subtracting physical activity counts at baseline from those received at follow-up.

Regression analysis using the general linear model (GLM) procedure was used to determine the extent to which changes in physical activity contributed to changes in body fat percentage and body weight over the study period. Partial correlation was employed to statistically adjust for potentially confounding variables such as age and baseline energy intake. Further analysis was conducted by dividing the subjects into three groups. Specifically, those who gained, lost, or maintained body fat percentage. Additionally, subjects were divided into groups based on those who gained, lost, or maintained body weight. Regression analysis was used to determine the extent to which the groups differed in changes in physical activity over the study period. Contrast coding was used to allow comparisons between specific body fat and body weight change groups.

Relative risk was calculated using a modified Poisson regression approach as explained by Zou [30]. For the relative risk analysis, subjects were placed into three groups based on physical activity change from baseline to the 20-month follow up. Relative risk ratios were calculated for change in body fat and body weight comparing those who decreased physical activity to those who maintained or increased activity. The relative risk ratios were adjusted by controlling for the influence of potential confounding factors, such as initial body fat or body weight, age, energy intake at both assessments, and baseline physical activity level.

**RESULTS**

Of the 275 subjects tested at baseline, 256 were included in the 20-month follow-up analysis. The average number of days between the baseline and follow-up assessments was 598 ± 68 days. Subjects included in this analysis had an average age of 39.9 ± 3.1 years, were largely Caucasian (95.9%), educated (94% with some college, 56.1% college graduates), and married (84.5%).

**Changes in Variables over 20-Months**

Mean weekly physical activity decreased 5% from baseline to follow-up in the present cohort of women (p < 0.01) (see Table 1). On average, participants gained 0.8 ± 3.9 kg from baseline to follow-up (p < 0.01). Evaluation of the changes in body weight over the 20-month period showed that 33% of the women gained more than 2 kilograms, 18% lost more than 2 kilograms, and 47% maintained their weight within 2 kilograms of baseline values. Body Fat Percentage (BF%) also increased significantly, from 31.6 ± 7.1% to 32.6 ± 7.7% (p < 0.01). A total of 119 (52.2%) of the participants increased BF% by at least 1 percentage point (e.g., 32% BF to ≥ 33% BF), 53 (23.2%) maintained BF% within ±1 percentage point, and 56 (24.6%) decreased BF% by at least one percentage point.

**Physical Activity and Body Fat**

Baseline physical activity levels were not predictive of changes in body fat across the three body fat change groups over the study period (F = 0.53, p = 0.59). After controlling for age, baseline energy intake, there were still no differences in baseline physical activity among the body fat change groups.

Table 2 indicates that changes in physical activity over the 20-month period were predictive of body fat changes in the cohort. Women who increased physical activity over the study period tended to decrease body fat percentage, whereas those who decreased physical activity demonstrated an increase in body fat percentage (F = 5.29, p = 0.022). Those who maintained their body fat percentage over the study period were not

### Table 1. Changes in Key Variables Over the 20-month Study Period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Baseline Mean (SD)</th>
<th>20-Month Mean (SD)</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body fat %</td>
<td>31.7 (7.1)</td>
<td>32.7 (7.7)</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (lbs.)</td>
<td>66.1 (10.4)</td>
<td>66.91 (11.0)</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>23.8 (3.4)</td>
<td>24.1 (3.6)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity*</td>
<td>2736.0 (783.4)</td>
<td>2587.3 (894.2)</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake (kcal/day)</td>
<td>2056.7 (308.1)</td>
<td>1962.2 (309.1)</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Physical Activity=Activity counts/1000.

Note: F and p-values are based on the mean difference score.
more active than those who gained body fat (F = 0.86, p = 0.35). Controlling for age, change in energy intake, baseline physical activity, and baseline body fat did not influence the significance of the relationship between changes in physical activity and changes in body fat percentage.

Over the 20-months, the subjects who decreased physical activity had a 32% greater risk of increasing body fat percentage compared to those who maintained or increased physical activity (RR=1.32, CI=1.00-1.78). After controlling for all of the potential confounding variables, the group that decreased activity demonstrated a significant 39% increased risk of gaining body fat (RR=1.39, CI = 1.02-1.90). (See Table 4)

### Physical Activity and Body Weight

Baseline physical activity was predictive of weight change across the study. Specifically, women who lost weight during the study tended to be significantly less active at baseline than those who maintained weight (F = 12.82, p = 0.0004). Adjusting for baseline energy intake slightly strengthened these differences.
Table 4. Risk of Weight or Fat% Gain in Women Who Decreased Physical Activity Compared to those who Maintained or Increased Physical Activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor: With Control for Confounding Factors* Decreased PA</th>
<th>Weight Gain</th>
<th>Fat % Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR†</td>
<td>95% CI†</td>
<td>RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.08 – 2.20</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk Factor: With no Control Decreased PA</th>
<th>Weight Gain</th>
<th>Fat % Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RR</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.00 – 2.00</td>
<td>1.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† RR=Relative Risk; † CI=Confidence Interval; intervals with both values ≥ 1 indicate that the RR is statistically significant (p < 0.05).
* Confounding variables controlled for: Initial body weight, initial body fat, energy intake at both assessments, age, and baseline physical activity.
Weight Gain = Those who increased body weight by more than 2kg.
Fat % Gain = Those who increased body fat percentage by more than one percentage point.

Table 3 shows that changes in physical activity from baseline to the 20-month follow-up were predictive of changes in body weight among participants. Women who increased physical activity tended to decrease body weight. In contrast, those who decreased in physical activity tended to increase in body weight over the 20-month period (F = 5.11, p = 0.025). However, those who maintained weight over the study period did not participate in more physical activity than those who gained weight (F = 0.03, p = 0.87). Controlling for age, change in energy intake, and baseline body weight tended to weaken the findings slightly, but they remained significant. However, adjusting for baseline physical activity and change in energy intake weakened the results to the point where physical activity was no longer predictive of changes in body weight (F = 3.39, p = 0.067).

In regards to the relative risk of body weight gain, there was a significant increase in weight gain risk for those who decreased physical activity (RR=1.41, CI=1.00–2.00). After controlling for energy intake, initial body weight, age, and baseline physical activity, those who decreased physical activity realized a 54% increase in risk for body weight gain compared to those who maintained or increased physical activity status (RR=1.54, CI=1.08–2.2). (See Table 4).

**DISCUSSION**

The primary aim of the present study was to examine the contribution that changes in physical activity had on changes in body fat and body weight in middle-age women over a 20-month period. A prospective design with no intervention was used to examine these relationships. To date, few if any prospective studies have used precise measures of physical activity, dietary intake, and body composition in combination like the present study. Therefore, the results of this study hold important implications in the study of obesity, body fat change, and body weight change.

From baseline to 20-month follow-up, changes were identified in most of the variables tested. Significant changes occurred in body fat percentage, body weight, physical activity and energy intake. Apparently, the major constructs associated with obesity are dynamic in middle-age women over a 20-month period.

As a group, this cohort increased their BF% and body weight over the study period. The majority of the subjects gained more than one percentage point body fat. About one in four women lost more than one percentage point body fat. Regarding weight, one in three gained more than 2 kg body weight, while one in eight lost more than 2 kg body weight. Post hoc analysis revealed that there was a strong association (r = 0.83, p = 0.01) between changes in body weight and changes in body fat. However, one third of the change in body fat was unaccounted for by the change in body weight. Therefore, it appears critical for researchers to measure both body fat percentage and body weight in future studies of this nature.

Change in objectively measured physical activity was predictive of changes in body fat and body weight over the 20-month period. Women who increased their physical activity tended to have a decreased in body fat and weight over the study period. Those who decreased physical activity tended to have an increase in body fat and weight. This association remained significant, even after controlling for changes in energy intake and other potential confounding factors. Therefore, it appears that changes in physical activity are independently associated with changes in body fat and weight in middle-age women.

There was also a significant increase in risk of both fat and weight gain over the study period for those who decreased their physical activity levels compared to those who maintained or increased their level of activity. This increase slightly increased after controlling for potential confounding variables such as dietary intake, initial weight or fat status, and age. This demonstrates the multivariate nature of changes in body weight and fat. It also demonstrates the need to control for potential confounding factors when assessing risk in obesity related studies.

To date, most investigations of the relationship between physical activity and body composition have been cross-sectional in nature. Studies of this type cannot determine time-order relationships or risk of fat and weight gain. In other words, they cannot identify what occurs first: Do people become inactive resulting in weight gain, or do they gain weight and then become inactive? To examine the sequencing of these events, prospective designs are needed. This study used a prospective design and found that those who became less active over time gained body fat and weight, and those who became...
more active over time lost body fat and weight. It also showed that those who become less active have a significant risk of both fat and weight gain.

Other prospective studies examining the influence of physical activity change on changes in body fat and weight have shown mixed results, but most investigations have found results similar to those in the present study [31-34]. However, previous epidemiologic studies have relied on subjective recall measures of physical activity. Furthermore, previous studies have often neglected to control for the influence of potential confounding factors when examining the influence of physical activity on body fat and body weight. The present study used an objective measure of physical activity that reduced the risk of self-report bias. In addition, several potential confounding factors, including energy intake, were taken into account. Hence, the present study reflects a precise and objective examination of the relationship between physical activity, changes in physical activity, and changes in body fat, and weight over a long duration.

A potential limitation of this study is the inherent complications regarding the assessment of dietary intake in weight or body fat based change studies. In particular, the phenomenon of increased underreporting of dietary intake as BMI increases becomes a concern. In the present study dietary energy intake was used as a potential confounding variable. Several steps were taken to reduce the risk of underreporting as explained in the methods section of this paper. The primary method used to help diminish the risk of underreporting was the use of a seven-day weighed food record as opposed to a simple dietary recall. Despite these proactive steps there is still a risk that underreporting of energy intake did occur. However, it is felt that by taking a proactive approach to underreporting that the risk of underreporting was diminished.

Due to the prospective design of the present study, with no intervention, causality cannot be determined. However, use of a prospective design allowed for examination of the contribution of physical activity and changes in physical activity on changes in body fat and body weight over time.

CONCLUSION

These findings lend credence to the energy expenditure portion of the energy balance model of weight management. Physical activity is an independent predictor of change in body fat and weight over time. In conclusion, decreasing physical activity over time seems to increase risk of both fat and weight gain. The findings of this study are specific to middle-aged women ages 35-45 and need to be replicated in other populations.
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